
USDA Foods Updates
SNIP Conference 2023

Tony Rank | Food Distribution Program



Topics

• Delivery Delays

• Fall Entitlement

• Fall Store Orders

• Cashing Out

• Additional Questions
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Delivery Delays

• Warehouse Subcontractor Change

• Soldier Trucking; St. Paul, MN to Woodville Warehousing; Woodville, WI

• USDA User Change

• eAuthentication to login.gov

• Automation Error

• Distributor Verification and Truck Fills
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warehouse Subcontractor Change-There was a change to the subcontracted warehouse to be the delivery destination for direct delivery trucks. We were notified in June of this change and had to work with USDA to change the destination in WBSCM for the deliveries that started in July. Once the destinations were changed in WBSCM, the destination needed to be changed in CLiCS. This process was not completed until late August. By that time, over 30 truck had been received at the warehouse and were manually received in CLiCS and distributors were sent all of the notifications at one time.USDA User Change-On September 1, USDA required all new WBSCM users to create accounts using login.gov instead of eAuthentication. Shortly after, our MNIT staff created a new user to run the automated process for retrieving information from WBSCM and uploading it into CLiCS. The problem with this was that login.gov has a multifactor authentication that would call the user when they tried to log in. This did not work with the automated process. While MNIT worked with USDA to come up with a solution; we had to download the information from WBSCM, modify the file to the correct format, then upload the file so CLiCS could update and send notifications.Automation Error-In early October, MNIT and USDA were able to figure out a solution so that the automated log in could work correctly. We began to receive daily emails that the process had worked the previous night. In late October, we began receiving emails from the distributors that they had not been getting any delivery notifications. We investigated and discovered that the automated process was pulling data for last school year. The script was updated to the correct dates and is now working properly.Distributor Verification and Truck Fills-Even with the process working correctly, some sponsors are still experiencing delays in the USDA Foods deliveries. The delivery process to get the USDA Foods to sponsors has many steps. The food gets delivered to the warehouse and they receive the order in WBSCM. An automated process runs overnight to pull the information from WBSCM and uploads it into CLiCS. CLiCS sends notifications to distributors with the type, quantity, and sponsor allocation for the day. Distributors coordinate the delivery of the allocated cases from the warehouse. The warehouse delivers the cases to the distributors for final delivery to the sponsors. Even when everything is operating correctly, there are some things that will slow or stop deliveries. The first thing to make sure is that the correct distributor is selected and verified. Another ongoing issue has to do with the transportation from the warehouse to the distributor. The warehouse has refrigerated/frozen trailers and dry trailers. There is also a flat delivery fee for each trailer delivered. Distributors with fewer sponsors may have to wait until there are enough cases to fill either a chilled trailer or a dry trailer to reduce the overall cost per case.



Fall Entitlement

• CLiCS FDP Updated During School Year 2018-19

• 60 Day Claim Window

• User Acceptance Testing

• Seamless Summer Option Meals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLiCS FDP Updated During School Year 2018-19-The FDP portion of CLiCS 2 was created during school year 2018 and 2019. Looking back, no one had heard of COVID-19 and very few sponsors utilized the seamless summer option, maybe 10,000 of our 98 million meals claimed. The decision was made at the time to used the previous calendar year SSO claims for entitlement calculations. These SSO meals are counted as NSLP meals and credited at the full value instead of the 1.5 cents per meal for SFSP.60 Day Claim Window-Orders were due to USDA by September 17 from our SY24 fall store. The meal counts needed to be finalized and the entitlement calculated prior to the fall stores opening. Meal counts could not be finalized until the end of August to allow for the 60 days for sponsors to submit their meal claims. User Acceptance Testing-We ran the process in our UAT version of CLiCS in at the end of August. We noticed that the meal counts and entitlement were higher than we expected. MNIT was contacted to make that everything had been calculated correctly and they confirmed that it had. We reached out to USDA to verify how the meal claims were counted. They stated that NSLP and SSO meals are counted from July 1 through June 30. By the time we had figured out the issue, the store had already been opened to allow for more than only a few days for sponsors to shop. Seamless Summer Option Meals-At the end of the day, sponsors meal counts were calculated using the school year 2022-23 NSLP meal counts and the SSO meal counts from January of 2021 to December of 2021, thus including an additional six months of SSO meals from school year 2021. This means that the meal counts were calculated for 18 month instead of the 12 months that it should have been.



Fall Store Orders

• Total Requests $16 million

• $9 million USDA DoD Fresh Requests

• Total State Entitlement Available $6 million
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With sponsors having about 150% of the actual entitlement, meant that there were going to be requests for more food than we could purchase as a state. The total requests from sponsors was over $16 million, which included over $9 million in USDA DoD Fresh requests. After calculating what our state’s final entitlement would be, we determined that we could only purchase $6 million from the fall store. The first thing that we found that we could not do was to allocate the additional DoD entitlement. After this we still had to pare down the requests so that we were not overspent as a state. To do this, we first rounded down of the trucks requests and found that we still had to cut more. We started with the higher value trucks and continued to cut until we felt comfortable with the amount that we were ordering. We ordered $6 million from the store requests.
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• Regulation, need to change the law

• Vendors grow because they have a known buyer

• Vendors won’t grow low return (fruit), instead higher return (nuts)

• Without the program, highest bidder won’t be domestic

• You as a sponsor do not have the buying power of USDA

Cashing Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were some talking points that were presented to us at the American Commodity Distribution Association annual conference this year regarding the topic of cashing out the USDA Foods program.The first point was that the program is in federal regulation. Changing this would need to be a change in the law and require an act of congress.Looking at the vendors, they are growing what they grow because they have a known buyer in the USDA. Instead of the lower return foods like fruit, they would grow higher return products like nuts.Without the program, vendors will sell to the highest bidder which will most likely not be a domestic buyer.Finally, a single sponsor does not have the buying power or influence on the vendors as the USDA does.



Questions?
• 651-582-8526

• fns.fdp@state.mn.us
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Thank You

Nutrition Program Services | Food Distribution Program
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• SFSP- Summer Food Service Program

• SSO- Seamless Summer Option

• UAT- User Acceptance Testing

• USDA- United States Department of 
Agriculture

• WBSCM- Web Based Supply Chain 
Management

• CLiCS- Cyber Linked Interactive Child 
Nutrition System

• DoD- Department of Defense

• FDP- Food Distribution Program

• MNIT- Minnesota Information 
Technology

• NSLP- National School Lunch 
Program

Acronyms
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